Preclinical Development of MGC018, a Duocarmycin-based Antibody–drug Conjugate Targeting B7-H3 for Solid Cancer
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ABSTRACT

B7-H3, also referred to as CD276, is a member of the B7 family of immune regulatory proteins. B7-H3 is overexpressed on many solid cancers, including prostate cancer, renal cell carcinoma, melanoma, squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck, non–small cell lung cancer, and breast cancer. Overexpression of B7-H3 is associated with disease severity, risk of recurrence and reduced survival. In this article, we report the preclinical development of MGC018, an antibody–drug conjugate targeted against B7-H3. MGC018 is comprised of the cleavable linker-duocarmycin payload, valine-citrulline-seco duocarmycin hydroxy-benzamid azaindole (vc-seco-DUBA), conjugated to an anti-B7-H3 humanized IgG1/kappa mAb through reduced interchain disulfides, with an average drug-to-antibody ratio of approximately 2.7. MGC018 exhibited cytotoxicity toward B7-H3–positive human tumor cell lines, and exhibited bystander killing of target-negative tumor cells when cocultured with B7-H3–positive tumor cells. MGC018 displayed potent antitumor activity in preclinical tumor models of breast, ovarian, and lung cancer, as well as melanoma. In addition, antitumor activity was observed toward patient-derived xenograft models of breast, prostate, and head and neck cancer displaying heterogeneous expression of B7-H3. Importantly, MGC018 exhibited a favorable pharmacokinetic and safety profile in cynomolgus monkeys following repeat-dose administration. The antitumor activity observed preclinically with MGC018, together with the positive safety profile, provides evidence of a potentially favorable therapeutic index and supports the continued development of MGC018 for the treatment of solid cancers.

Graphical Abstract: http://mct.aacrjournals.org/content/molcanther/19/11/2235/F1.large.jpg.

Introduction

B7-H3, also referred to as CD276, is a member of the B7 family of immune regulatory proteins (1). B7-H3 is a type-1 transmembrane glycoprotein containing extracellular immunoglobulin-like domains. Two species-specific isoforms of B7-H3 have been reported. Mice display a 2-Ig B7-H3 form, while the primate counterpart has undergone gene duplication and is expressed as a 4-Ig–containing molecule (2, 3). Although a specific receptor or receptors that bind B7-H3 have not been identified conclusively, B7-H3 has been implicated experimentally in the delivery of both costimulatory and inhibitory signals (1, 4). Most published data, however, demonstrate an inhibitory role for B7-H3 in immune responses (5), including in vitro studies examining T-cell responses (2, 6), mouse knockout (KO) studies (7, 8) and structure/function analyses based on the B7-H3 crystallography data (9, 10), and supports the hypothesis that B7-H3 has a role in evading antitumor immunity.

B7-H3 is overexpressed on many cancers, including, but not limited to, prostate cancer (11–14), melanoma (13, 15), breast cancer (13, 16, 17), non–small cell lung cancer (13, 18, 19), and oral squamous carcinoma (20). In renal cell carcinoma, B7-H3 is broadly expressed by both the tumor epithelium and tumor-associated vasculature (13, 21). In many cancers, overexpression of B7-H3 has been correlated with multiple adverse clinical and pathologic features of disease, increased risk of recurrence, and reduced survival. Conversely, although B7-H3 mRNA expression is detectable in most normal tissues, B7-H3 protein expression is limited in normal tissues (13, 22, 23).
Notwithstanding its negative prognostic association in cancer, the biological role of B7-H3 remains unclear and controversial, a difficulty compounded by the lack of a known B7-H3 receptor. Accordingly, we have sought to develop antibody-based targeting agents that exploit the overexpression of B7-H3 by tumors. Enoblituzumab (MGA271) is an anti-B7-H3 mAb bearing an engineered Fc domain optimized to enhance antitumor effector-mediated function (13), while MGD009 anti-B7-H3 mAb bearing an engineered Fc domain optimized to overexpression of B7-H3 by tumors. Enoblituzumab (MGA271) is an antibody-drug conjugate (ADC) combining the target specificity of a mAb with cytotoxic agents, with the goal of delivering the cytotoxic agent to the tumor and improving the therapeutic index. Advances over the past couple of decades has led to development of linkers with greater serum stability and payloads with greater potency and various mechanisms of action. These advances have contributed to the approval of 9 ADCs for the treatment of cancer. The improvements in ADC technologies and clinical successes prompted us to investigate whether overexpression of B7-H3 in cancer provides an opportunity for targeted therapy with an ADC, which may complement and/or enhance B7-H3 targeting by immune-based agents.

Here, we report the preclinical development of MGC018, a duocarmycin-based humanized ADC targeting B7-H3. MGC018 exhibited cytotoxicity toward B7-H3-positive human tumor cell lines, including bystander killing, potent antitumor activity in preclinical tumor models, and a favorable pharmacokinetic and safety profile in cynomolgus monkeys.

**Materials and Methods**

**Humanization**

To construct the humanized anti-B7-H3 mAb MGA017, humanized PRCA157 variable light chain (VL) and PRCA157 variable heavy chain (VH) amino acid sequences (Supplementary Fig. S1) were designed using the complementary-determining region (CDR) sequences from the mouse PRCA157 mAb and framework sequences from human germline V-kappa or VH segment, respectively. The humanized PRCA157 VL and VH coding sequences were synthesized de novo, and fused to the human C-kappa or human gamma 1 constant region cDNA, respectively.

**Conjugation to vc-seco-DUBA and hydrophobic interaction chromatography purification**

Conjugation of humanized anti-B7-H3 mAb (MGA017) to vc-seco-duocarmycin-hydroxybenzamide azaindole (DUBA), and hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) to enrich for DAR2 and DAR4 species, was performed by Byondis B.V. as described previously (24). A schematic representation of the MGO018 ADC structure is shown in Supplementary Fig. S2. Drug distribution and drug-to-antibody ratio (DAR) average by HIC for MGC018 is shown in Supplementary Fig. S3. An anti-CD20 mAb conjugated to vc-seco-DUBA was employed as a control ADC. Analytic characteristics of MGC018 are summarized in Supplementary Table S1.

**Tumor cell line culture**

MDA-MB-468, A375.S2, PA-1, Calu-6, Hs700T, SW-48, and LN-229 tumor cell lines were obtained from ATCC and cultured in DMEM/F-12 media containing 10% FBS. NCI-H1703 and Raji tumor cell lines were obtained from ATCC and cultured in RPMI1640 media containing 10% FBS. Quantitative determination of cell surface antigen by quantitative flow cytometry (QFACS) is described in the Supplementary Materials and Methods. All cell lines were thawed from working cell banks, which were screened for Mycoplasma by PCR. Cell line identity was confirmed by short tandem repeat profiling at ATCC, and studies were performed with cultures that had undergone fewer than 25 passages.

**Generation of Hs700T/B7-H3 KO tumor cell line**

The Hs700T/B7-H3 KO line was generated using transEDIT clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) gRNA huCD276, pcCLIP-All-EFS-Puro (TEVH-1194322) according to the manufacturer’s protocol (transOMIC Technologies). Details on generation of the KO line and flow cytometry analysis is described in the Supplementary Materials and Methods.

**Cytotoxicity assays**

Cells were harvested by trypsinization and plated at 5,000 cells/well with serially diluted MGC018 then incubated at 37°C. Viability was measured after 7 days using alamarBlue according to manufacturer’s protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Plates were read on a SpectraMax Gemini (Molecular Devices). Data were analyzed using GraphPad Prism (4-parameter curve fit analysis; v7.02, GraphPad) to determine IC50 (half-maximal inhibitory concentration) values.

**Bystander killing assay**

Hs700T/B7-H3 KO cells stably expressing red fluorescent protein (Hs700T/B7-H3 KO/RFP) were generated using the Incucyte NucLight Red Lentivirus (Sartorius) according to manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were harvested by trypsinization and plated into 96-well flat bottom plates. Parental Hs700T cells were plated at densities ranging from 0 to 5,000 cells/well. Hs700T/B7-H3 KO/RFP cells were plated at 5,000 cells/well. MGC018 was added to plates at the indicated concentrations, then plates were incubated at 37°C and cell viability of Hs700T/B7-H3 KO/RFP cells was measured after 5 days using an Incucyte Live-Cell Analysis System (Sartorius).

**In vivo efficacy**

Efficacy studies were carried out under protocols approved by MacroGenics, Inc. Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Female CD-1 nude (homozygous) mice (Crl:CD1-Foxn1nu) and female SCID/CES1c KO mice (5–7 weeks old) were obtained from Charles River Laboratories and maintained under pathogen-free conditions, with food and water supplied ad libitum. Human tumor cell lines (5 × 106) were resuspended in 1:1 medium (DMEM/F-12) and Matrigel basement membrane matrix (Corning) and implanted subcutaneously into the flank (A375.S2, Calu-6, PA-1) or mammary fat pad (MDA-MB-468) of mice. Mice were randomized into groups of 5-7 individuals per group. ADCs or vehicle control (PBS) were administered intravenously by tail vein injection (10 mL/kg) following growth of established tumors (100–150 mm3). Tumors were measured twice weekly by orthogonal measurements with electronic calipers, with tumor volumes calculated as: (length × width × height)/2. Details on statistical analyses are provided in the Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Patient-derived xenograft (PDX) studies were performed at Champions Oncology. Female Athymic Nude-Foxn1nu from Envigo (head and neck, triple-negative breast cancer models) or male NOG mice from Taconic (prostate cancer model), 6–8 weeks of age, were used for the PDX studies. Low passage tumor fragments were implanted into stock animals. When tumors reached 1.0–1.5 cm3, they were reimplanted into pre-study animals unilaterally on the left flank. When tumors reached an average tumor volume of 150–300 mm3, animals were matched by tumor volume into treatment or vehicle control.
groups. Three animals were assigned to each group and dosed intravenously by tail vein injection (10 mL/kg). Tumor volumes were measured twice weekly by calipers. Tumor volume was calculated using the formula TV = (width × 2) × (length × 2)/2. The study endpoint was determined when the mean tumor volume of the control group reached 1,500 mm³ up to a maximum day of 60.

In vitro serum stability and in vivo pharmacokinetics

Methods assessing in vitro serum stability and in vivo pharmacokinetics in mice and cynomolgus monkeys are described in the Supplementary Materials and Methods.

Toxicology

A repeat-dose toxicity study was conducted in naïve cynomolgus monkeys. Treatment groups (5 male/5 female) were administered either the control article (0.9% sodium chloride for injection USP) or MGC018 every 3 weeks (1, 3, 6, or 10 mg/kg/dose), for a total of three doses, by intravenous infusion over 1 hour. Six animals per group (3/sex/group) were necropsied on day 57, while the remaining recovery group animals (2/sex/group) were necropsied on day 120 following an 11-week recovery period. Mortality, clinical signs, body weights, food consumption, clinical pathology, and toxicokinetics were monitored prior to and throughout the study. Indirect ophthalmoscopy was performed prestudy and prior to terminal sacrifice by a veterinary ophthalmologist. Following terminal sacrifice, gross necropsy, measurement of organ weights, and histopathologic examinations were conducted.

Results

Selection and generation of MGC018

A pool of anti-B7-H3 mAbs was generated from a series of intact cell immunizations (13). The anti-B7-H3 mAb PRCA157 was selected as an ADC candidate from the pool of anti-B7-H3 mAbs based on its characteristics, including affinity, tumor versus normal tissue cross-reactivity profile, cynomolgus monkey B7-H3 cross-reactivity, cell internalization, and antitumor activity from screens as monomethyl auristatin E–based ADCs (25). PRCA157 was humanized by CDR grafting and fused to human C-kappa and gamma 1 constant regions, yielding the precursor MGA017 mAb, which retained the B7-H3 binding affinity of the parental murine mAb. When selecting a linker-payload, it is important to consider the target biology to yield the precursor MGA017 mAb, which retained the B7-H3 reactivity of the parental murine mAb. The CARA157 antibody-binding capacity (ABC) and flow binding EC50 (nmol/L) 460 456 323 406 354 797 420 253 Negative
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In vitro profile of MGC018

MGC018-mediated in vitro cytotoxicity was evaluated across a set of tumor cell lines representing multiple cancer types expressing varying levels of B7-H3. MGC018 was highly potent toward all B7-H3–expressing tumor cell lines examined. A summary of the IC50 values for MGC018 cytotoxicity across the set of human tumor cell lines, as well as the antibody-binding capacity (ABC) and flow cytometry binding EC50 values of each target line, is summarized in Table 1.

To confirm specificity, sensitivity to MGC018 of the B7–H3–expressing cancer line, Hs700T, was compared with a derivative of the line in which B7–H3 was stably knocked out. Stable KO of B7–H3 was accomplished using B7–H3-specific CRISPR-Cas9 technology, with loss of B7–H3 cell-surface protein expression confirmed by flow cytometry (Supplementary Fig. S4). The Hs750T tumor cell line lacking B7–H3 expression (Hs750T/B7–H3 KO) was insensitive to MGC018, supporting the specificity of MGC018 toward B7–H3–expressing cancer lines (Fig. 1A).

Because of the nature of the cleavable vc-seco-DUBA linker-payload, internalization and proteolytic processing of MGC018 can lead to the release of active DUBA metabolite from dying tumor cells. The released active DUBA has the potential to be internalized by neighboring tumor cells, irrespective of B7–H3 target expression, and mediate bystander killing. To assess the potential for bystander killing, an in vitro coculture experiment was conducted in which Hs750T/B7–H3 KO cells, engineered to express stabilized red fluorescent protein (Hs750T/B7–H3 KO/RFP), were cultured alone, or in the presence of progressively larger amounts of unlabeled parental Hs750T cells. The cultures were incubated with MGC018 and the number of viable RFP-labeled cells (only Hs750T/B7–H3 KO/RFP cells were visible) were monitored by time-lapse fluorescent microscopy over a period of 5 days. As shown in Figure 1B, treatment with MGC018 had no effect on the viability of Hs750T/B7–H3 KO/RFP cells when cultured alone (gray bar vs. white bar). Conversely, MGC018 treatment led to killing of greater than 90% of parental Hs750T cells. However, in the coculture setting, bystander killing of Hs750T/B7–H3 KO/RFP cells was observed, with the magnitude of bystander killing increasing as the

Table 1. Summary of B7–H3 expression and MGC018 in vitro cytotoxicity against the indicated human tumor cell lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Breast cancer</th>
<th>Melanoma</th>
<th>Ovarian cancer</th>
<th>Lung cancer</th>
<th>Pancreatic cancer</th>
<th>Glioblastoma</th>
<th>Colorectal cancer</th>
<th>B-cell lymphoma</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cell line</td>
<td>MDA-MB-468</td>
<td>A375.S2</td>
<td>PA-1</td>
<td>Calu-6</td>
<td>NCI-H770S</td>
<td>HS700T</td>
<td>LN-229</td>
<td>SW48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QFACS (ABC)</td>
<td>57,000</td>
<td>153,000</td>
<td>73,700</td>
<td>138,000</td>
<td>122,000</td>
<td>310,000</td>
<td>139,000</td>
<td>59,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGC018 flow binding EC_{50} (nmol/L)</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGC018 cytotoxicity IC_{50} (pmol/L)</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>1447</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ABC, antibody-binding capacity; EC_{50}, half-maximal effective concentration; IC_{50}, half-maximal inhibitory concentration; QFACS, quantitative flow cytometry.
number of parental Hs700T cells increased (orange bars). The Supplementary Fig. S5 contains a video link of the time-lapse bystander killing. Close examination of the time-lapse microscopy revealed a temporal relationship of the bystander cytotoxicity, with killing of parental Hs700T cells commencing prior to the killing of the Hs700T/B7-H3 KO/RFP cells, consistent with payload processing and DUBA release for the bystander killing.

**Serum stability and pharmacokinetics**

MGC018 exhibited a high level of stability in human and cynomolgus monkey sera (Supplementary Figs. S6A and S6B). As shown in Supplementary Table S3, 111% and 85% of conjugated antibody remained following the 240-hour incubation in human or cynomolgus monkey sera, respectively. Conversely, MGC018 exhibited poor stability in wild-type CD-1 nude mouse serum. The concentration of conjugated antibody decreased rapidly following exposure to mouse serum, while the total antibody concentration remained relatively stable over the time course of exposure to serum (Supplementary Fig. S6C). Following the 240-hour incubation in mouse serum, only approximately 3% of the conjugated antibody remained. (Supplementary Table S3). The serum instability was due to the rodent-specific carboxylesterase CES1c, as MGC018 exhibited greater stability in serum from CES1c KO mice (Supplementary Fig. S6D), with approximately 65% of the conjugated antibody still remaining following the 240-hour incubation in CES1c KO mouse serum. As noted above, the instability of MGC018 in mouse serum is consistent with previous reports showing that the vc-seco-DUBA linker-payload is susceptible to the carboxylesterase CES1c present in rodents (24, 28).

The pharmacokinetics of MGC018 was investigated in cynomolgus monkeys following intravenous administration of MGC018 at 1, 3, 6, and 10 mg/kg. The maximum concentration (Cmax) and total exposure (AUCinf) increased with increasing dose for both total and conjugated antibody (Supplementary Fig. S7A–S7D). Consistent with the stability of MGC018 in cynomolgus serum, pharmacokinetic parameters including Cmax, total exposure and clearance (CL) of conjugated and total antibody were similar at each dose level, and the detectable amount of unconjugated DUBA was very low (Supplementary Fig. S7A–S7D). Pharmacokinetic parameters derived from noncompartmental analysis for conjugated antibody, total antibody, and DUBA are summarized in Supplementary Tables S4–S6.

For conjugated antibody and total antibody at the dose range of 1–6 mg/kg, the mean AUCinf increased more than proportionally to dose level and the drug CL decreased with increasing dose level of MGC018, suggesting a nonlinear pharmacokinetics. However, at doses above 6 mg/kg, AUCinf increased proportionally to dose level and the CL was essentially unchanged. These data suggest that pharmacokinetics is linear at doses higher than 6 mg/kg, but nonlinear at the lower doses. This may be due to target-mediated drug disposition at lower doses and/or saturation of target-specific CL mechanisms with increasing doses.

The pharmacokinetic properties of MGC018 following a single dose via intravenous bolus of 5 mg/kg was assessed in CD-1 nude mice, the primary species employed in the tumor xenograph studies, and in SCID/CES1c KO mice (32). Consistent with the observed instability of MGC018 in wild-type mouse serum, conjugated antibody degraded rapidly following intravenous administration of MGC018 in wild-type mice (Supplementary Fig. S7E). CLF was considerably faster for conjugated antibody compared with total antibody (26.38 vs. 0.57 mL/hour/kg). In contrast, MGC018 exhibited favorable stability following intravenous administration in SCID/CES1c KO mice (Supplementary Fig. S7F). CLF was very similar for conjugated antibody compared with total antibody (0.66 vs. 0.75 mL/hour/kg), respectively. Pharmacokinetic parameters derived from noncompartmental analysis for conjugated antibody and total antibody are summarized in Supplementary Table S7.

**In vivo antitumor activity of MGC018**

**Single-dose administration**

Single-dose administration of MGC018 led to a dose-dependent decrease in tumor growth of MDA-MB-468 triple-negative breast cancer xenographs (Fig. 2A). A rapid decrease in tumor volume was observed following treatment with MGC018 at 6 mg/kg, with a 98% reduction in tumor volume compared with the vehicle control, and 4/5 complete regressions, whereas the control ADC reduced tumor volume by 57% with no complete regressions. Treatment at 3 mg/kg with MGC018 resulted in a rapid reduction in tumor volume for 3/5 tumors, leading to 1/5 complete regressions and an overall 44% reduction in tumor volume compared with the vehicle control. Treatment at 3 mg/kg with the control ADC resulted in tumor stasis, with an overall 58% reduction in tumor volume over the course of the experiment.
In the PA-1 ovarian cancer xenograft, antitumor activity was observed at all three dose levels of MGC018 (Fig. 2B). A reduction in tumor volume of 89%, 91%, and 43%, with 3/6, 2/6, and 1/6 complete regressions, was observed following treatment with MGC018 at 10, 6, and 3 mg/kg, respectively. The control ADC exhibited minimal antitumor activity at these dose levels.

Antitumor activity was also observed against A375.S2 melanoma xenografts following a single-dose administration of MGC018 (Fig. 2C). At the 3 mg/kg dose level, MGC018 treatment resulted in a 99% reduction in tumor volume and 6/7 complete regressions, compared with a 67% reduction with no complete responses for the control ADC. At the 1 mg/kg dose level, MGC018 treatment resulted in an 84% reduction in tumor volume compared with a 30% reduction for the control ADC.

In a fourth model, antitumor activity was observed against Calu-6 lung cancer xenografts following administration of a single dose of MGC018 (Fig. 2D). A reduction in tumor volume of 91%, 84%, and 72% was observed following treatment with MGC018 at 10, 6, and 3 mg/kg, respectively. In comparison, treatment with the control ADC led to a 48% and 0% reduction in tumor volume at 10 and 3 mg/kg, respectively.

On the basis of the poor stability of MGC018 in wild-type mouse serum with ensuing limited exposure following administration in CD-1 nude mice (A-D) or SCID/CES1c KO mice (E). Treatment day(s) are indicated by the arrows. Tumor volume is shown as group mean ± SEM. Representative images and H-scores are shown for each xenograft model.

In the PA-1 ovarian cancer xenograft, antitumor activity was observed at all three dose levels of MGC018 (Fig. 2B). A reduction in tumor volume of 89%, 91%, and 43%, with 3/6, 2/6, and 1/6 complete regressions, was observed following treatment with MGC018 at 10, 6, and 3 mg/kg, respectively. The control ADC exhibited minimal antitumor activity at these dose levels.

Antitumor activity was also observed against A375.S2 melanoma xenografts following a single-dose administration of MGC018 (Fig. 2C). At the 3 mg/kg dose level, MGC018 treatment resulted in a 99% reduction in tumor volume and 6/7 complete regressions, compared with a 67% reduction with no complete responses for the control ADC. At the 1 mg/kg dose level, MGC018 treatment resulted in an 84% reduction in tumor volume compared with a 30% reduction for the control ADC.

In a fourth model, antitumor activity was observed against Calu-6 lung cancer xenografts following administration of a single dose of MGC018 (Fig. 2D). A reduction in tumor volume of 91%, 84%, and 72% was observed following treatment with MGC018 at 10, 6, and 3 mg/kg, respectively. In comparison, treatment with the control ADC led to a 48% and 0% reduction in tumor volume at 10 and 3 mg/kg, respectively.

On the basis of the poor stability of MGC018 in wild-type mouse serum with ensuing limited exposure following administration in CD-1 nude mice, an in vivo efficacy study was conducted to assess the antitumor activity of MGC018 in SCID/CES1c KO mice. SCID/CES1c KO mice bearing Calu-6 lung cancer xenografts were administered a single dose of MGC018 or the control ADC at 10, 6, or 3 mg/kg. As shown in Fig. 2E, treatment with MGC018 led to a dose-dependent antitumor response, with a reduction in tumor volume of 100%, 97%, and 79% for the 10, 6, and 3 mg/kg dose, respectively, and 5/6 animals treated at 10 mg/kg had complete regressions.

Repeat-dose administration

In the clinical setting, the majority of ADCs are administered via a repeat-dose regimen, with intervals ranging from once weekly to once every 6 weeks. To evaluate the antitumor activity following repeat-dose administration, a study was performed in PA-1 ovarian cancer xenografts comparing single-dose administration to weekly times 4 (QW/C24) and every other week times 4 (Q2W/C24) administration. As shown in Fig. 3A, repeat-dose administration of MGC018 led to greater antitumor response than administration of a single dose. A single dose of 3 mg/kg MGC018 achieved short-term tumor stasis of approximately 10 days, followed by tumor regrowth. Repeat-dose administration of 3 mg/kg MGC018 led to tumor regression, resulting in a 97% and 92% reduction in tumor volume (4/6 and 2/6 complete regressions) for QW/C24 and Q2W/C24 treatment, respectively. The control ADC exhibited minimal antitumor activity under all dose regimens. On the basis of these results, repeat-dose administration studies (QW/C24) were extended to four xenograft models with lower dose levels of MGC018.

Repeat-dose administration of MDA-MB-468 triple-negative breast cancer tumor xenografts with MGC018 resulted in a rapid decrease in tumor volume and strong overall antitumor response (Fig. 3B).
Repeat-dose administration (QW × 4) resulted in a reduction in tumor volume of 98% and 60%, and complete regressions in 7/7 and 3/7 animals were observed at 1 and 0.3 mg/kg MGC018, respectively. The control ADC exhibited reduced antitumor activity compared with MGC018, with 17% and 7% reduction in tumor volume for 1 and 0.3 mg/kg, respectively. No complete regressions were observed in the control ADC treatment groups.

Dose-dependent antitumor activity was also observed toward PA-1 ovarian cancer xenografts following repeat-dose administration of MGC018 (Fig. 3C). Repeat-dose administration (QW × 4) resulted in a reduction in tumor volume of 93% and 62% for 1 and 0.3 mg/kg MGC018, respectively. Complete regressions were observed in 2/7 animals at the 1 mg/kg MGC018. The control ADC exhibited reduced antitumor activity compared with MGC018, with 42% and 34% reduction in tumor volume for 1 and 0.3 mg/kg, respectively, with no complete regressions observed in any control ADC treatment group animals.

Antitumor activity was observed toward A375.S2 melanoma xenografts following repeat-dose administration of MGC018 at both of the doses tested (Fig. 3D). Repeat-dose administration (QW × 4) resulted in a reduction in tumor volume of 100% and 75% for 1 and 0.3 mg/kg MGC018, respectively. Complete regressions were observed in 5/7 animals at the 1 mg/kg MGC018. The control ADC exhibited reduced antitumor activity compared with MGC018, with 68% and 44% reduction in tumor volume for 1 and 0.3 mg/kg, respectively, with one complete regression observed in the 1 mg/kg control ADC treatment group.

As shown in Fig. 3E, antitumor activity was also observed toward Calu-6 lung cancer xenografts following repeat-dose administration of MGC018. Repeat-dose administration (QW × 4) resulted in a reduction in tumor volume of 83%, 70%, and 22% for 3, 1, and 0.3 mg/kg MGC018, respectively. Minimal activity was observed for the control ADC under the same dosing regimens.

Although antitumor activity was observed in some models with the control ADC, which is conjugated with vc-seco-DUBA at a similar DAR, the antitumor activity was substantially less than that observed with MGC018, consistent with target-mediated activity of MGC018. Background antitumor activity with control ADCs, including the DUBA-based control ADC employed in our studies (24, 33), has been observed by other investigators, and may result from extracellular cleavage of the linker-payload or macropinocytosis (34). To address the limitations of the control ADC, and confirm the requirement for targeting the DUBA payload to target-positive cancer cells, we conducted a study in Calu-6 lung cancer xenografts, comparing MGC018, with MGA017 (unconjugated antibody) in combination with SYD978 (free payload). In the study, we observed that MGC018 had potent antitumor activity, while the combination of MGA017 plus SYD978 had very little antitumor activity (Supplementary Fig. S8).
PDX studies

The antitumor activity of MGC018 was also evaluated in a set of PDX models which exhibit heterogeneous expression of B7-H3 (Fig. 4A). Treatment of a triple-negative breast cancer PDX model (H-score 180) with MGC018 (3 mg/kg; QW×2) led to a rapid tumor regression, with a 98% reduction in tumor volume compared with the vehicle control (Fig. 4B). Minor activity was observed for the control ADC. In a prostate cancer PDX model (H-score 130), rapid tumor regression, with a reduction of 95% compared with the vehicle control, was observed following treatment with MGC018 (3 mg/kg; QW×2; Fig. 4C). Treatment with the control ADC did not lead to tumor regression and only a 52% reduction in tumor volume compared with the vehicle control. Similarly, treatment of a squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck PDX model (H-score 240) with MGC018 (3 mg/kg; Q2W×2) led to tumor regression and a 98% reduction in tumor volume compared with the vehicle control (Fig. 4D). Treatment with the control ADC did not lead to tumor regression with only 52% tumor reduction compared with the vehicle control.

MGC018 was well tolerated in all the mouse models tested. No significant weight loss or clinical signs of toxicity were observed.

Toxicology

Cynomolgus monkey was selected as a representative toxicology species for humans. The binding affinity between human and cynomolgus monkey is nearly identical for B7-H3 (K_D = 22.7 nM/L and 22.1 nM/L for human and cynomolgus monkey, respectively; Supplementary Table S2) and the normal tissue expression pattern of B7-H3 in cynomolgus monkey is comparable with that observed in human (13).

MGC018 administered as a 1-hour intravenous infusion every 3 weeks (total of three doses) was tolerated in cynomolgus monkeys up to 10 mg/kg/dose, the highest dose tested. All findings were minimal to mild in nature, and reversible (Table 2). MGC018-related clinical signs that were predominantly dose dependent included skin findings (hyperpigmentation, dry skin, erythema) and sparse hair, particularly at ≥ 6 mg/kg/dose. Slight changes in body weight gain were noted but not considered adverse.

No MGC018-related life-threatening toxicities, irreversible findings or mortality was observed in the study. MGC018-related changes in clinical pathology parameters included a mild acute inflammatory response (increases in C-reactive protein and fibrinogen), transient decreases in neutrophils, mild to moderate decrease in reticulocyte counts, decreases in lymphocytes, transient minimal to mild increases in aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and/or alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and minimal decreases in alkaline phosphatase, all of which were dose responsive in nature, reversed prior to or during the recovery phase, and did not have microscopic correlates.

On the basis of the limited and reversible nature of the findings in the study, the highest nonseverely toxic dose (HNSTD) was determined to be the highest dose administered, 10 mg/kg/dose, which corresponds to peak and systemic exposure (gender combined mean) of 310.9 μg/mL (C_max) and 15,075 hour·μg/mL (AUC_{0inf}) for the conjugated antibody, 250.5 μg/mL (C_max) and 14,053 hour·μg/mL (AUC_{0inf}) for the total antibody and 118.0 pg/mL (C_max) and 7,412 hour·pg/mL (AUC_{0inf}) for the free DUBA payload, respectively.

Because of the instability of MGC018 in mouse serum, rapid CL in wild-type mice, and relative stability in cynomolgus monkey, pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic assessments and estimates of therapeutic index are difficult to perform with confidence. The exposure of conjugated antibody in the cynomolgus monkey at the HNSTD of 10 mg/kg was 15,075 hour·μg/mL (AUC_{0inf}), while the exposure in the CD-1 nude mouse was 190 hour·μg/mL (AUC_{0inf}) at a dose of...
5 mg/kg, a dose considerably higher than the efficacious dose in the repeat-dose xenograft studies in the CD-1 nude mouse. Recognizing the limitations, the preclinical data are consistent with a large therapeutic index, and provides evidence for a favorable clinical therapeutic window.

**Discussion**

We previously described a target-unbiased approach to generating mAbs to overexpressed cell-surface cancer antigens with therapeutic potential (35). Using this approach, we identified B7-H3 as a cell surface protein with limited expression on normal tissues but overexpressed on the epithelium and tumor-associated vasculature in solid cancers. Validation studies showed that ligation of B7-H3 by several mAbs in our panel led to mAb internalization and antitumor activity toward B7-H3-expressing tumor cells when the mAbs were conjugated to auristatin (25). On the basis of these results, we selected a lead candidate mAb and sought to develop an ADC targeting B7-H3 for the treatment of cancer.

In this article, we described the preclinical profile of MGC018, a duocarmycin-based ADC directed against B7-H3. *In vitro* studies showed that MGC018 mediated specific killing across a range of B7-H3–expressing solid tumor cell types. Owing to the hydrophobic nature of the DUBA payload, together with its conjugation via a cleavable linker, MGC018 mediated bystander killing of B7-H3–negative tumor cells in the presence of B7-H3–positive tumor cells. MGC018 exhibited potent antitumor activity in murine xenograft studies, which in general correlated with the *in vitro* cytotoxicity observed for the four models. MGC018 was active toward lung, breast, and ovarian cancer, as well as melanoma cell line–derived xenografts following a single-dose administration; furthermore, the antitumor activity was enhanced following repeat-dose administration at dose levels predicted to be achievable in the clinic based on the cynomolgus monkey toxicology profile. Importantly, MGC018 was also active toward triple-negative breast, prostate, and head and neck PDxAs that exhibit heterogeneous expression of B7-H3, consistent with the bystander killing observed in coculture experiments.

In the cynomolgus monkey, MGC018 was tolerated up to 10 mg/kg/dose, the highest dose tested, when administered once every 3 weeks for a total of three doses. The toxicology profile of MGC018 was consistent with the toxicity profile reported for SYD985 (24, 36), an anti-Her2 ADC bearing the same vc-seco-DUBA linker-payload as MGC018, that is currently in phase III clinical testing. Several toxicities are consistent with those reported for various linker/payload platforms (i.e., transient decrease in white blood cell populations and red blood cell mass, transient increases in transaminases; refs. 37–40), but also findings such as minimal skin hyperpigmentation and epidermal hyperplasia appear to be associated with duocarmycin payloads (41). Low-level expression of both B7-H3 and Her2 has been observed in the basal layer of epithelium and sweat glands of the skin in cynomolgus monkeys; therefore, a contribution of target expression toward the skin findings cannot be ruled out. Weak expression of B7-H3 has also been observed in liver sinusoid lining cells and hepatocytes; therefore, the potential for target-mediated liver toxicity was of particular interest. Administration of MGC018 in the cynomolgus monkey led to only transient, minimal to mild increases in AST and ALT levels. While it is possible that target expression contributed to the transient increases, the AST and ALT levels remained within the historical normal range for most animals and were not associated with microscopic correlates in the liver or muscle. Neutropenia is a commonly observed toxicity with ADCs, particularly ADCs conjugated to MMAE via a cleavable valine-citrulline linker, and is proposed to represent a nontarget-mediated toxicity driven by multiple mechanisms (40, 42). As we have not observed expression of B7-H3 in neutrophils nor their precursor cells, we hypothesize that the transient decreases observed in neutrophil counts in the cynomolgus monkey following administration of MGC018 were driven by nontarget–mediated mechanisms. Other toxicities associated with tubulin modifying agents, including thrombocytopenia and peripheral sensory neuropathy, were not observed with MGC018.

The vc-seco-DUBA linker-payload is susceptible to the rodent-specific carboxylesterase CES1c, which leads to poor stability in wild-type mouse plasma and poor exposure in wild-type mice (24, 28, 32). As the *in vivo* efficacy of MGC018 correlates with exposure, based on dose fractionation xenograft studies, the antitumor activity of MGC018 was likely underrepresented in xenograft studies in wild-type mice. Data from our studies employing SCID/ces1c KO mice are consistent with this notion. The antitumor activity of MGC018 toward tumor xenografts in SCID/ces1c KO mice showed that greater targeted activity of MGC018 was achieved, in terms of...
B7-H3 is an attractive target for cancer therapy due to its overexpression in cancer and association with disease progression and survival. We have developed two clinical-stage antibody-based therapeutics targeting B7-H3 for cancer: enoblituzumab, an Fc-optimized mAb with enhanced effector function, and MGD009, a B7-H3 × CD3 redirecting T cell DART® molecule. Interim results from an ongoing phase I study in patients with refractory B7-H3–expressing tumors and/or tumor-associated vasculature indicate enoblituzumab was well tolerated as a single agent, showed antitumor activity across several tumor types, and increased T-cell reperfusion and cytotoxicity in the peripheral blood of patients following treatment. The anti-B7-H3 mAb 8H9 has been investigated preclinically as both an 8H9 single-chain Fv conjugated to Pseudomonas exotoxin (PE38; refs. 43, 44) and as a radioabeled mAb (10, 22, 45). 131I-8H9 and 134I-8H9 mAbs are currently under evaluation in pediatric central nervous system–associated cancers, where the mAbs are administered via compartmental intrathecal administration and convection-enhanced delivery (45). Beyond the published clinical studies, a B7-H3 ADC bearing an exetecan-derived payload (46), a novel afucosylated B7-H3 mAb (47) and chimeric antigen receptor T cells targeting B7-H3 (48, 49) have shown encouraging antitumor activity in preclinical studies. Preclinical studies performed with a monomethylauristatin E– and pyrrolobenzodiazepine-conjugated B7-H3 ADC are particularly noteworthy (50). In several cancer types, including renal cell carcinoma and ovarian cancer, B7-H3 has been observed to be expressed not only in the tumor epithelium, but also in the tumor-associated vasculature, and provides an opportunity to target not only the tumor epithelial component, but also the tumor-associated stroma. Indeed, Seaman and colleagues (50) showed that an anti-B7-H3 ADC can destroy both the tumor epithelium and tumor vasculature, eradicating established tumors and metastasis, resulting in improved long-term overall survival. Importantly, this study showed that sensitivity of the tumor vasculature was dependent on the nature of the payload. While a pyrrolobenzodiazepine-conjugated ADC was effective at killing both tumor epithelium and tumor-associated vasculature, the auristatin-conjugated ADC was only effective in killing tumor epithelium. The resistance of tumor-associated vasculature to the auristatin-conjugated ADC was linked in part to expression of the ATP-binding cassette transporter P-glycoprotein. In addition, differences in the growth rate of tumor epithelium compared with tumor-associated vasculature may contribute to resistance to tubulin-modifying agents, since those agents are only cytotoxic to actively dividing cells. Although we were unable to test MGC018 in this context due to its lack of cross-reactivity with mouse B7-H3, duocarmycin is a DNA damaging agent that is cytotoxic toward both dividing and nondividing tumor cells and would be anticipated to be cytotoxic toward both tumor epithelium and tumor-associated vasculature. Furthermore, duocarmycin is also a poor substrate for P-glycoprotein (28, 29).

In conclusion, we have developed an anti-B7-H3 ADC, MGC018, that incorporates a duocarmycin-based DNA alkylating payload via a cleavable valine–citrulline linker. MGC018 exhibits potent antitumor activity across a range of human tumor xenografts, mediates bystander killing and shows a favorable safety profile in cynomolgus monkey. The antitumor activity observed preclinically with MGC018, together with the positive safety profile, provides evidence of a potentially favorable therapeutic index and supports the continued development of MGC018 for the treatment of solid cancers.
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